The search task and the system both affect the demand on cognitive resources during information search. In some situations, the demands may become too high for a person. This article has a three-fold goal. First, it presents and critiques methods to measure cognitive load. Second, it explores the distribution of load across search task stages. Finally, it seeks to improve our understanding of factors affecting cognitive load levels in information search. To this end, a controlled Web search experiment with forty-eight participants was conducted. Interaction logs were used to segment search tasks semi-automatically into task stages. Cognitive load was assessed using a new variant of the dual-task method. Average cognitive load was found to vary by search task stages. It was significantly higher during query formulation and user description of a relevant document as compared to examining search results and viewing individual documents. Semantic information shown next to the search results lists in one of the studied interfaces was found to decrease mental demands during query formulation and examination of the search results list. These finding demonstrate that changes in dynamic cognitive load can be detected within search tasks. Dynamic assessment of cognitive load is of core interest to information science because it enriches our understanding of cognitive demands imposed on people engaged in the search process by a task and the interactive information retrieval system employed.
Introduction
Human perception and cognition are engaged at multiple levels during information search. First, the information search process is clearly cognitive in nature (Ingwersen, 1996) . Second, interaction with computing devices that mediate the search relies on human perception and cognition (Card, Newell & Moran, 1983) . Web search is affected by the task, system, and individual searcher characteristics (e.g, Borgman 1986; 1989; Byström & Jarvelin, 1995; Kim, 2001; Ford, Miller & Moss, 2001; Toms, O'Brien & Mackenzie, 2008; Li & Belkin, 2008) . These factors, either alone or in combination, influence the level of difficulty experienced by a searcher. One kind of difficulty is related to mental, i.e. cognitive, requirements imposed by the search system or the task itself.
Understanding what contributes to a user's cognitive load during search tasks is crucial to understanding the search process and to identifying which search tasks types and search system features make greater demands of users. We also need to better understand how novel user interfaces and interactive functionality affect user performance and system usability, usefulness, and acceptance. For example, in one system a user relevance feedback feature was avoided by users due to the heightened cognitive load (Back & Oppenheim, 2001) . Detecting mental effort levels experienced by a user during a search process is important for understanding cognitive demands imposed by search tasks, user interfaces, and information displays, and for identifying where, and possibly how, to lower the mental effort required for effective interaction. For these reasons, the dynamic aspects of cognitive load are of core interest to information science.
The results presented in this article show that cognitive load differs between search task stages and that different components of cognitive load (e.g., intensity, peak load) tend to be related to different aspects of search task performance. A variation of the dual-task methodology is used to show how cognitive load is sensitive to the dynamic changes in task demands such as the changes of load from one task stage to another.
The article is structured as follows. In the next section, the concept of cognitive load is presented. Next, cognitive load assessment techniques are described and selected information science research that examined cognitive load is discussed. Emphasis is placed on the manifold nature of cognitive load and its dynamic properties, and their implications for assessing cognitive load in information science. Finally, the study, its results and a discussion of those results are presented.
Background and Related Work
This section discusses the concept of cognitive load and its components. It then presents an overview of measurement techniques, and discusses types of cognitive load.
The Concept of Cognitive Load
Cognitive load is used to evaluate, model and predict human performance in several disciplines, including cognitive and educational psychology, human factors and engineering psychology. The complexity of the cognitive load concept is reflected in the disciplinary differences in its understanding. Even within a single discipline, there may be no common definition of cognitive load. In human factors and engineering psychology cognitive load is referred to as mental workload. In one view, it is described as the portion of a person's processing capacity actually required to perform a particular task (O'Donnell & Eggemeier, 1986) . In this view, the load is an external variable, which is a task characteristic (Hancock & Chignell, 1987; Tsang, 2002) . In another view, mental workload is described in terms of an interaction between task requirements and human capabilities or resources (Hancock & Chignell, 1987; Tsang, 2002) . Here, workload is understood as the relation between the demand for mental resources imposed by a task and the person's ability to supply those resources (Moray 1979) . Thus, the load is relative to the user and the task being completed in a given environment. Educational psychologists generally share this perspective. They explicitly consider several distinct sources of cognitive load and specify them in the Cognitive Load Theory, which describes three types of cognitive load (Chandler & (Hart & Staveland, 1988) . Subjective measures can shed light on the cognitive state of the user and are important for assessing user's perceptions of the task. These methods are expected to measure overall load (see section on Cognitive Load Types). Subjective measurements are typically taken at one point after a task is completed and are thus static. The static nature of these methods makes them inappropriate for assessing dynamic changes in cognitive load that are focus of this article.
Performance measures include performance on the primary task and performance on the secondary task. Performance measures on the primary task are objective. They include number of errors, accuracy, task completion time relative to user population time, and ratio of the actual completion time to an ideal completion time (Wickens, 2002) . Primary task performance measures seem to be particularly applicable when task performance pace is externally controlled (e.g., by external events, such as factory parts delivered to a worker for assembly). When task pace is controlled by a task performer, applicability of these measures is uncertain. In an information search task, a user may take longer to complete the task for many reasons other than higher demand on mental resources.
Methods that involve performance on a secondary task are called dual-task techniques (Brünken, Steinbacher, Plass & Leutner, 2002; Kim & Rieh, 2005; Cegarra & Chevalier, 2008) . They are objective and direct (Brünken, Plass & Leutner, 2003) . Cognitive load measures derived from performance on secondary task are grounded in the notion of limited cognitive resources and, in particular, in Multiple Resource Theory (Wickens, 2002) . A secondary task should be designed to require the same metal resources as the main task. If two (quasi-) simultaneously performed tasks require the same resources (e.g., verbal working memory), then the available resources need to be distributed between the tasks. This has the effect of linking the performance on the task. The effect on secondary task performance is expected to increase as more resources are required by the primary task. Secondary tasks typically involve some aspects of monitoring external events, which are periodically delivered through the visual or auditory channel. The choice of sensory channel for a secondary task depends on the nature of a primary task. The standard dual-task metrics for assessing cognitive load are reaction time to secondary task events and the number of misses of secondary task events. The frequency of secondary task events should be selected such that it is large enough to affect performance on the primary task but still allows for close-to-normal performance.
Physiological measurement techniques are objective and include electro-encephalography (EEG), functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) (Hirshfield, et al., 2009) , and eye-tracking. In particular, changes in pupil diameter have been used to assess mental load in studies in information science and human-computer interaction (e.g., Iqbal, Zheng & Bailey, 2004; Tungare & Pérez-Quinones, 2009 ).
Dual-task and physiological measurement techniques have the advantage of enabling dynamic, real-time data collection during task. However, interpretation of data collected by physiological techniques can be challenging, and the use of external devices can also be expensive and impractical. In contrast, the dual-task method is attractive because it allows for an inexpensive and objective assessment of effort on the primary task 2 . Only a few studies in information science have employed the dual-task method to assess cognitive load in online search tasks (e.g., Kim & Rieh, 2005; Dennis, Bruza & McArthur, 2002) . We present results from these and other studies in the next section.
Cognitive Load on Information Tasks
Several interactive information system studies have measures cognitive load. In this section we describe the findings and measurement methodologies that were employed.
We start with work that takes an analytical approach and considers visual complexity in information displays. One expects that as the complexity of visual information representations increases, the user's cognitive load increases because of increased demands on perceptual and cognitive processing resources. Rosenholtz, Li, & Nakano (2007) define visual clutter as "the state in which excess items, or their representation or organization, lead to a degradation of performance at some task" (p. 3). Since consideration of all possible interaction tasks with information displays would be daunting, Rosenholtz et al. identify visual search as a low-level task that is common to many higher-level information display interactions. Predictions using their Statistical Saliency Model were compared with the users' reaction times on visual target search tasks. Images with higher congestion of visual features were found to impose higher processing demands on the users.
The ViCRAM 3 project takes an empirically grounded approach to establishing analytical models of visual and cognitive complexity. Harper, Michalidiou & Stevens (2009) examined users' subjective perceptions of web page complexity. Participants were asked to rate the visual complexity of diverse Web pages and then to describe the ratings. Participants tended to describe the visual complexity of a Web page by referring to objects that had greater interaction complexity. For example, Web pages that contained visually simple Web forms were rated as more complex than pages that contained visually complex images. Harper et al. concluded that visual complexity of a Web page could be used as an implicit measure of cognitive load required for user processing and interaction with the page. They suggested cognitive load could be estimated analytically without an explicit measurement of user performance on a task. In contrast to Rosenholtz et al., such estimation should incorporate features requiring interaction and not be derived solely from an analysis of visual features. These conclusions have been confirmed, in part, in a follow up study (Michalidiou, 2009 ). Gwizdka and Spence (2007) used subjectively-assessed visual complexity of web pages in combination with the length of a navigation path on a website to assess cognitive task difficulty. One measure of the user interaction with the website was the user's navigation path. The navigation path measure was quite effective; it was found to be positively correlated with the searcher's effort (number of pages visited) and the subjective assessment of task difficulty. Wästlund, Norlander & Archer (2008) studied the effects of display text presentation on mental workload. Text documents that fit on a screen and could be navigated by screen-full chunks were in a natural setting. For example, the secondary task could be designed as an email or instant messaging notification. 3 ViCRAM stands for Visual Complexity Rankings and Accessibility Metrics (http://hcw.cs.manchester.ac.uk/research/vicram/). compared with "continuous" text documents that could be navigated by scrolling. Mental effort was assessed using a dual-task method, where an average reaction time to the secondary task was calculated per task. The primary task consisted of reading a document, and so the results may be related to one stage of a search task. Stress and tiredness were subjectively assessed before and after each task. Wästlund et al. found that mental workload was lower when the text was fitted to the screen and did not have to be scrolled and concluded that optimized document layout is needed to minimize mental workload. Schmutz, Heinz, Métrailler & Opwis (2009) studied ecommerce tasks that involved finding five predefined books in four different online bookstores. The tasks were performed by browsing product hierarchies; without using the sites' search engines. Cognitive load was assessed by measuring performance on a secondary task and by using subjective assessment after each task (NASA TLX). The secondary task involved visual monitoring of changes in color (from green to red) of a single letter displayed on the right side of the screen. Two secondary-task measures were obtained: reaction time to the changes in color and the miss-rate. Although both tasks and sites were controlled to some extent, the focus was on the levels of mental load imposed by different interfaces. The analysis was performed for each bookstore by averaging the collected data across tasks. Schmutz et al. found that the subjective load ratings differed between the online bookstores and were correlated with task completion times (positively) and with user satisfaction (negatively). There was also a weak correlation between the miss-rate and the subjective load ratings. However, the secondary task reaction times did not differ between the sites. The correlation between subjective load and other measures (time on task and subjective satisfaction) may indicate that the subjective load ratings measure an overall performance effort and not just cognitive load. The lack of differences between reaction times (RT) across the interface conditions may indicate that RT and the subjective method measure different aspects of cognitive load. An alternative explanation is simply that primary task effects on secondary task load exist but average to zero as interaction time increases. The next study provides support for this explanation. Iqbal, Zheng & Bailey (2004) used changes in pupil size to assess cognitive load on four tasks of different types (reading comprehension, information search, mathematical reasoning, and object manipulation). They found no effects when load was averaged at the task level, however when tasks were re-examined at a sub-task level using task decomposition, they found significant differences in the levels of cognitive load. Kim & Rieh (2005) used a dual-task method to measure cognitive load during web search. They found user evaluation of search result lists and documents (content) had different cognitive loads as measured by the number of misses of the secondary task event. Users experienced lower loads when viewing search results, and higher loads when reading documents. The authors explained this difference by assuming that subjects tended to skim search results but read documents. Their result corroborates the Iqbal, Zheng & Bailey (2004) finding concerning differences in cognitive load levels between sub-tasks and search task stages.
Dennis and colleagues conducted several studies that employed dual-task methods (Dennis, McArthur & Bruza, 1998; Dennis, Bruza, & McArthur, 2002) . Their 1998 study used the Excite search engine and found lower cognitive load (lower number of the secondary task misses)
during the query refinement state as compared to the search result list state (the 'document summaries' state). Dennis et al. (2002) describe two studies that used Yahoo directory, Google, and Hyper Index Browser. The Hyper Index Browser allowed the user to view the underlying document space at a higher level of abstraction and supported navigation by offering query refinements derived from the document space. They found no effects in the second study reported in the 2002 paper, hence, we will not discuss it further. In the first 2002 study, the authors found that cognitive load was lower (faster reaction times to the secondary task, and no difference in terms of misses) when perusing the Google search engine results list page than when perusing query refinements in the Hyper Index Browser. The result obtained in the first 2002 study was in the opposite direction compared with the result of the 1998 study. The reversal of the cognitive load effect was explained as an effect of differences in the search result display and in the query refinement navigation. Google had a lower load than Excite because Google presented the document result list with respect to query terms, while Excite did not present the list of results in relation to query terms. The Hyper Index Browser supported a view of the underlying document space at a higher level of abstraction and allowed for navigation through query refinements. Making sense of the higher level of abstraction apparently required more mental effort. Lower familiarity of users with the Hyper Index Browser and its associated query-by-navigation metaphor may have also affected measured cognitive load.
Gwizdka (2009) performed initial, task-level cognitive load analysis of the data collected in the study presented in this article 4 . Subjective ratings of task difficulty differed between the tasks in the expected direction, however, the two standard secondary-task measures of cognitive load (reaction time and missed events) did not significantly differ at the task level. Since this result seemed surprising, additional measures were created: a ratio of correct responses to all responses to the secondary task and a ratio of user estimated secondary task events to the actual number of the secondary task events. These two measures showed significant, but weak, differences between the tasks. The ratio of correct responses was 94% for tasks of low and medium subjective difficulty compared with 87% for difficult tasks. The number of secondary task events was found to be over-estimated by 30% for easy tasks, while no difference was found for medium and difficult tasks. Over 50% of cases search tasks were assessed as easy, so that may explain the results. This could be also due to the studied user population or the tasks employed in the study (see "User Tasks" section). A more interesting explanation is suggested by related work presented earlier. We know that one can expect differences in cognitive load between task stages (Dennis et al., 2002; Kim & Rieh, 2005) , and that when differences are absent at the task level, they may exist at the task-stage level (Iqbal, Zheng & Bailey, 2004) . These observations motivate, in part, the analysis presented in this article.
Summarizing, we note that when cognitive load was assessed using dynamic measures, the results depended on the unit of analysis (the unit of averaging). Generally, when dynamic measurements were averaged at the task level, no differences were found. In one case, where task-level differences were found the tasks were narrowly defined and limited to one kind of activity (Wästlund et al. 2008 ). When cognitive load was averaged at the sub-task (task-stage) level, the differences were typically found. Discovery of differences in cognitive load for different task stages should not be surprising in view of previous research that examined complexity and the associated cognitive demands at the level of information display (e.g., Rosenholtz et al. and Harper et al., presented in this section) , and given our understanding of differences between task-stages (Dennis et al., 2002; Kim & Rieh, 2005) . More generally, elements of search tactics and strategies involved in interactive information search (e.g, Bates, 1979; Belkin, Cool, Stein & Thiel, 1995; Marchionini, 1995; Bhavnani & Bates, 2002; Xie, 2002) imply differences in cognitive effort as different tactics and strategies are employed, for example query reformulation vs. monitoring content for changes. It may be surprising, though, that relatively little attention has been given to the study of cognitive load at units shorter than a task. The next section places cognitive load measurement techniques and studies in a wider perspective by providing a framework for cognitive load types.
Cognitive Load Types
As we have seen, different cognitive load assessment techniques are often adopted by researchers without an explicit consideration of what aspect of load they measure. An assumption seems to be made that cognitive load is just one construct. One specific aspect that seems to be all-toooften overlooked is the dynamic characteristic of cognitive load changes during task performance. These changes reflect shifts in the demands on the user from both the task and the interactive system. Even when dynamic measurement methods are used, cognitive load has usually been averaged over an entire experimental condition (a task or a user interface). The nature of dependencies between cognitive resources and human performance described in the Multiple Resource Theory (Wickens, 2002 ) is dynamic and not based on average values. Hence, the averaging may mask the dynamic aspects of the load. It is useful, then, to consider frameworks that reflect all of the aspects of cognitive load in order to better understand the relationship between cognitive load measures and their use and analysis under alternative experimental conditions. Xie & Salvendy (2000) proposed a comprehensive framework of cognitive load that helps to understand the variety of cognitive load aspects and their measurement. The framework outlines cognitive load constructs and provides a systematic way of thinking about the types of cognitive load. The framework includes five (four objective and one subjective) load types: 1) instantaneous load is the load at a specific moment. It is the basic measure from which other measures are derived; 2) peak load is the maximum value of the instantaneous load in a given period of time; 3) average load is intensity of load measured per unit of time; 4) accumulated load is the whole load experienced up to any point in task performance; and 5) overall load is a subjective mapping of instantaneous, average, and accumulated workloads in a person's mind and is expected to be correlated with both the average and the accumulated load. Instantaneous load is used to derive the other load measures, so the framework is grounded in the temporal dimension of cognitive load. Researchers in other areas have pointed out the need to pay attention to the dynamics of cognitive load. For example, van Gog, Kester, Nievelstein, Giesbers & Paas (2009) observed (p. 328): "It would be interesting [...] to study how processing demands […] fluctuate in different phases of the learning process and how these patterns are related to overall cognitive load and investment of mental effort." Most existing techniques measure one kind of cognitive load. Subjective measures assess the overall load, whereas physiological and performance measures can be used to assess the other load types. In particular, the dual-task technique measures the instantaneous load, but it is typically used to calculate the average load over some unit of user interaction.
Research Motivation and Objectives
Our discussion of cognitive load types and their measurement makes it clear that different assessment methods tap into different aspects of cognitive load. Outcomes of different measurement methods thus should be considered as complementing each other and, in most cases, should not be directly compared. The discussion also points to the sensitivity of selecting an appropriate unit, for example, the span of a task vs. a task phase, over which to average the values obtained from the dynamic assessment of cognitive load. Averaging over longer units may miss fluctuations in load levels and, in particular, peaks in load. Making the unit shorter will better reflect the dynamic changes in the level of cognitive load. These observations, together with our initial, task-level analysis (Gwizdka, 2009 ) provide motivation for the research presented in this paper.
Based on the foregoing analysis, this paper focuses on assessment the peak load and the average cognitive load at the task-stage level. Calculating average load at this finer granularity will facilitate understanding of the dynamics of cognitive load patterns. Calculating peak load will identify situations where a person's cognitive capacity may have been exceeded. If the peak load exceeds a person's capacity, the performance on a task may be degraded and perhaps even completely inhibit their ability to complete the task.
We expect to find differences between cognitive load levels calculated at the task-stage level, and, possibly also find differences in the levels of peak cognitive load between task-stages. Search task stages differ in terms of the amount of information externally provided to a searcher (e.g., displayed). Task stages such as query formulation or user description of a relevant document typically provide less external support as compared to task stages such as examining search results and individual documents. The availability of externally provided information makes the latter group of task stages take advantage of recognition processes rather than recall, while the former task stages rely more on recall. Recall from memory is in most cases more difficult than recognition (Eagle & Leiter; 1964; Norman, 1988; Baddeley, 1999) . One can thus hypothesize that task stages from the first group put more demands on working memory and involve more recall from long-term memory as compared to task stages from the second group. Hence, cognitive load required by first group of task stages can be expected to be measurably higher than by the second group. Since the visual and interaction complexity required by an interface is related to cognitive load (Harper et al., 2009) , one can hypothesize that there may also be a user interface effect on cognitive load demands. A more complex interface can be expected to impose a measurably higher cognitive load on a user.
More generally, this paper aims to draw attention to the study of dynamic changes of cognitive load and their importance for information science. Knowledge of cognitive load dynamics will help us to learn more about search processes at the sub-task level, about differences in mental demands between search moves, tactics, and strategies and about the effects of user interface on the searcher's mental effort.
Method Participants
Forty-eight subjects (Table 1 ) participated in a question-driven, web-based information search study conducted in a controlled experimental setting. Participants were Rutgers University students, mainly from undergraduate and graduate programs offered by the School of Communication and Information (Table 1) . Participants were offered a monetary incentive ($20); participants who were recruited from an undergraduate HCI class received a partial course credit. Participants were motivated by a monetary performance-based bonus of the same value as the monetary incentive ($20). The bonus was administered to one third of the participants after the experiment was completed and the task outcomes were calculated. Most participants were frequent Web searchers and only one person searched the Web relatively infrequently: once or twice a week (Table 1) . First language 56%; spoken at home 65%
Web search frequency 35% almost constantly; 46% several times a day; 17% once a day; 2% once or twice a week.
Procedure
Each study session took an hour and a half to two hours and was conducted in a university lab on a personal desktop computer running the Microsoft Windows XP operating system. Each session consisted of the following steps: an introduction to the study, consent form, search task practice, background questionnaire, six search tasks, and post-session questionnaire. Before and after each search task, participants answered a short set of questions to provide subjective assessments of task characteristics (before) and their performance on a task (after). The searchers bookmarked and tagged the web pages that they considered relevant. User interaction with the computer (visited and bookmarked URLs, mouse and keyboard events, and video from a screen cam) was recorded using Morae software 5 . The start and end of each search task were controlled by an external program that was used to start and end a Web browser session (Internet Explorer). The same program was used to log task start and end times. Total time on a task included the searcher's bookmarking activity.
User Tasks
The study search tasks were designed as questions that described what information needed to be found. The tasks were designed to differ by difficulty and structure. A total of twelve questions were used in the study. Four tasks were created by us, while eight were created by Toms et al. (2008) . Two types of search tasks were used: Fact Finding (FF) and Information Gathering (IG) (Kellar, Watters & Shepherd, 2007) . The goal of a fact finding task, also called a known item search (Li & Belkin, 2008) , is to find one or more specific pieces of information (e.g., name of a person or an organization, product information, a numerical value; a date). The goal of an information gathering task, also called a topical search, is to collect several pieces of information about a given topic. The tasks were also divided into three categories according to the structure of the underlying information need (Toms et al., 2008) , 1) Simple (S), where the information need is satisfied by a single, independent piece of information (by definition, simple task is of the fact finding type); 2) Hierarchical (H), where the information need is satisfied by finding multiple characteristics of a single concept; this is a depth search, where a single topic is explored; 3) Parallel (P), where the information need is satisfied by finding multiple concepts that exist at the same level in a conceptual hierarchy; this is a breadth search. Task types and structures are listed in Table 2 . An example task of each type is provided in Appendix A. The tasks were constructed using Situated Work Task Situations (Borlund, 2003) . The simulated situations were created by using task scenarios that provided participants with the search context and the basis for relevance judgments.
Based on their characteristics, the tasks were categorized into three levels of objective difficulty. FF-S tasks were assigned a low difficulty level; FF-P and FF-H tasks a middle-difficulty level; and IG-H and IG-P tasks a high difficulty level. The three levels of objective difficultly were assigned based on the quantity of desired outcomes (single or multiple) (Campbell, 1988; Bell & Ruthven, 2004; Li & Belkin, 2008) , and on the degree of a priori determinability of a task (Byström & Jarvelin, 1995) . During the course of an individual study session, each participant performed six tasks of differing type and structure (Table 3) . Thus, the forty-eight participants performed a total of 288 tasks. For each task, the participant was able to choose between two questions of the same type and structure but on different topics. We offered the choice of topics to increase the likelihood of a participant's interest in the question topic. The order of tasks was balanced with respect to the objective task difficulty. Two task orders were repeated: cases where the difficulty increased from low to high, and cases where the difficulty decreased from high to low (Table 3) . We repeated only these two task orders, because earlier research (Gwizdka & Spence, 2006) showed we could assume that task ordering where the difficulty is not monotonically changing (e.g., medium-low-high, high-low-medium) is not likely to result in significant effects. The simple fact-finding task was repeated twice (e.g, FF-S) in each rotation. To avoid repeating search topics in one task rotation, we created two groups of search topics for this task type (for the total of four). 
User Interfaces
The search tasks were performed on the English Wikipedia by using two different search engines: UI1 -Google Wikipedia search (Figure 1) , and UI2 -ALVIS Wikipedia search (Buntine et. al. 2005) (Figure 2 ). Wikipedia's own search engine was not used. UI1 was familiar to study participants, while UI2 was not. UI1 displayed search results in a list. UI2 displayed search results in a list and added categories to them. The categories were shown on the left side of the list, as well as beneath each result. Applying the analytical framework from the ViCRAM project (Harper, Michalidiou & Stevens, 2009 ), we can expect that the addition of categories to search results in Alvis will lead to increased complexity of user interactions because there are more interactions possible and more choices to be made in Alvis than in Google. The displayed categories were clickable and could be used to narrow down search results. These features in Alvis were expected to demand more mental effort because of the increased extraneous cognitive load of the results list display. The search engine (along with the associated interface) was switched after task 3. The four task rotations (Table 3) were repeated for two orders of user interfaces (UI1/UI2 and UI2/UI1). Thus there were a total of eight combined rotations of tasks and UIs for each participant. 
Secondary Task
A secondary task (DT), based on the Stroop effect (Stroop, 1935) , was introduced to obtain indirect objective measures of user's cognitive load on the primary task. The Stroop effect demonstrates interference between attentional processes that affects reaction time to external stimuli. In the classic Stroop task, words that name colors are displayed to a participant in colored ink. The participant is asked to name the ink's color ignoring the word. When a word's ink color differs from the word's meaning (e.g., the word "yellow" printed in green ink), naming the color takes longer than when the meaning of the word matches the ink color.
In our implementation of the secondary task, a small pop-up window was displayed at a fixed location on the displayat random time intervals (15-29 seconds) and for a random period of time (5-9 seconds). The length of a cycle was thus between 20 and 38 seconds. The times were based on pilot experimental sessions and previous dual-task work (Wästlund et al., 2008; Schmutz et al., 2009 ) and selected to be short enough to affect performance on the search tasks but still allow for close-to-normal performance. The pop-up contained a word with a name of a color ( Figure 3 ) and a color font that matched the name in some cases. Participants were asked to click on the pop-up as soon as they noticed it. The click was performed either on the right (match between the color name and the font color) or on the left mouse button (no-color-match). The pop-up window disappeared after a random period of time or as soon as it was clicked. In case of a color match, the cognitive load imposed on a person is less related to semantic processing than in case of a no-color-match, when the cognitive load imposed on a person is higher due to more semantic processing demanded (Kane & Engle, 2003) . In both cases, the motor effort required to respond to the secondary task is similar. Performance on the two modes of the Stroop task can be considered separately. Our secondary task involved motor action, as well as verbal/semantic processing (phonological loop in working memory; Baddley, 1986) . The modalities of the primary task and the secondary task overlapped, and it is reasonable to assume different levels of cognitive effort on the primary task should be reflected in the differences of performance on the secondary task, and in particular, in the reaction time to the secondary task. To our knowledge, Stroop task has not been previously used as the secondary task in studies of interactive systems. 
Independent Factors (IF)

Task and User Interface Factors
The controlled factors included the search task characteristics and the search system interface (Table 4) . 
User Characteristics
Participants were tested for two cognitive abilities (operation span and mental rotation). The tests were administered on the same computer that was used for searched (Table 5 ). The particular cognitive factors were selected because they were likely to affect searchers' task performance on tasks (Chen et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2004; Gwizdka & Chignell, 2004) . Mental Rotation is the ability to mentally manipulate spatial images (spatial ability -SA).
( McGraw et al., 1999; McGraw & Tsai, 1993; Shepard & Metzler, 1971) The participants were asked about their dominant handedness and their constraints on perceptual and cognitive processing. Five out of forty-eight participants (10%) were left-handed. The participants were allowed to position mouse and the keyboard according to their preferences. The small number of left-handed participants did not significantly affect the cognitive load results. One participant reported a minor dyslexia, and one reported a minor color blindness.
Dependent Variables
Cognitive load measurement (CL)
User performance on the secondary task (pop-up window) was used to obtain indirect objective assessment of the user's cognitive load on the primary task. Two measures are typically calculated when using dual-task methods: a) the rate of missed secondary task events and b) reaction time to the secondary task. We calculated both of these measures and found reaction time to be a more sensitive measure than the miss rate. The measured discrete values of reaction times were used to assess average cognitive load over a given period of time (duration of a task stage) and to assess the peak load during a period of time. We performed these calculations for all secondary task events (RT all ), and also for color match (RT match ) and color non-match (RT nomatch ) cases. The resulting three variables were used as separate dependent variables.
Subjective measures (SU)
Subjective variables were those that were self-reported by participants. Our prior publication (Gwizdka & Lopatovska, 2009 ) focused on the analysis of subjective variables in their relation to objective measures of the searchers' behavior at the search task level. In contrast, this paper focuses on cognitive load at the task-stage level. We will only refer to three subjective variables: pre-task assessment of familiarity with and interest in the search task topic, and post-task assessment of the task difficulty (Table 6 ). 
Task Stage Segmentation
This section presents the procedure that was used to label behavioral data (interaction logs) with task segment names. The task segments were based on selected sub-processes from Marchionini's information seeking process (Marchionini, 1995) (Figure 4 ). Task segment identification was based on the observable physical actions logged during search sessions and on the type of web page visited. Web page URLs were parsed and classified into four categories: 1) search engine home, 2) search results list page, 3) individual result page (content page), 4) bookmarking and tagging page (Table 7) . Unknown URLs were generally categorized as other content pages. Out of the total 970 visits to content pages, 57 (5.9%) were visits to unique content pages. A small number of other pages (13) were identified as system pages (for example, the bookmarking system's login page and the online questionnaire pages) that were mis-classified as belonging to search episodes. This approach assumed the captured interaction log was sufficient for identifying task stages. In some cases, the temporal boundaries of task stages were well defined (e.g., when a task stage was entered on a new web page, such as search results list), in other cases the observed physical actions provided only an indirect glimpse into the searcher's cognitive processes. This limitation applies mainly to segmenting the query formulation stage, as that was based on keyboard activity. Table 8 presents the task stages. Task stage "Search engine home" (H) will not be further considered, since the source and the starting search engine page was given to users. 
Examine Results
In a response to entered query, a search engine results list is displayed and examined.
C
Examination of an individual result (content)
Extract Information
Individual result (content page) is visited and is visually scanned or read.
B
Bookmarking and tagging a relevant result Combined Extract Information with Reflect Stop
As information is extracted from individual results, decision about its relevance is made. Content documents judged as relevant are saved by means of bookmarking and tag description.
The interaction logs captured by Morae and by the secondary task program were imported into a MySQL database. The import process included an on-the-fly segmentation of the logged data. The segmentation procedure used a state machine in which transitions between states were determined by the URLs, the names of active program windows (in focus), and keyboard and mouse activity. The sequential stream of events was processed one event at a time. However, to detect text finding on a web page (that is, Ctr-F keystroke sequences), a ten-event history window was used. Pseudo-code for a simplified version of the algorithm is presented in Appendix B (Figure 7) . The results of the automatic task stage segmentation were verified with the screen cam recordings and log files; and manually corrected as needed. The difference between the results from the algorithm and the algorithm+manual correction measured as a difference in labeling individual task stages was 5.05% (calculated as the mean of differences weighted by the number of instances of task stages). The largest difference was for the Q:Query (+9.2%) and H:Search engine home (-9.7%) stages. This difference was due to incorrect recognition of keystroke patterns by the algorithm.
Results
We first present statistics that describe observed task stages. We omit stage M (subsequent result pages) from further considerations due to its low frequency (observed occurrences were 15 out of 288 tasks, i.e. 5% of cases). This corroborates results from other studies of web search engine use where users were reported to rarely move beyond the first results page. Selected descriptive statistics for task stages are presented in Table 9 . Figure 5 depicts the most frequent transitions along with observed transition probabilities. Figure 5 . Task stage transitions with the most frequent transition probabilities (>5%) observed in the study.
Components of cognitive load
Reaction time can be considered as containing a component related to person (e.g., dependent on motor, perceptual, and cognitive ability of the person), a component related to task stage (dependent on the cognitive demands of the task stage), and some other components (Equation 1).
RT total = RT person + RT task_stage + C
(1)
Average cognitive load per task stage
We calculated two secondary-task performance measures: a) the rate of missed secondary task events and b) reaction time to the secondary task. In 70% of search tasks no secondary tasks were missed; thus the variations in the level of miss rate represent only a relatively small part of the search tasks. We concluded that the miss rate in our study was a less sensitive measure than the reaction time. Therefore, our assessment of cognitive load focused on use of reaction time.
We conducted univariate analyses of variance (ANOVA) with objective task difficulty, task stage, user interface and cognitive abilities as fixed factors and the mean reaction time 6 per task stage as a dependent variable. The analyses were performed for the total reaction time (RT total,_all ) as well as for color-match and no-color-match components (RT total_match and RT total,_nomatch ).
For RT total, all the analysis revealed significant differences among task stages and both cognitive abilities (Table 10 ). There was no significant effect associated with the objective task difficulty or the user interface. Post-hoc analysis (Tukey HSD test) showed the mean reaction times during the query stage Q were (borderline) significantly longer than during the search results list stage (L) (p=.058) and significantly longer than during the viewing content stage (C) (p=.003). Mean reaction times during the bookmarking stage (B) were significantly longer than during the viewing content stage (C) (p=.03). Other differences among the stages were not significant. The reaction times for the task stages are shown in Table 11 .
Although we reported the measure of miss rate was overall less sensitive than reaction time, we also checked the effect of task stage on the overall miss rate. The effect of task stage on miss rate was significant (F(3,900)=3.53, p<.05). Post-hoc tests (Tukey HSD) showed that miss rate for task stage B was higher than for C (p=.029) and (borderline) higher than for L (p=.071). The direction of this effect is the same as for the reaction time. For RT total_match and RT total_nomatch , we found effects of user interface as well an interaction effect of user interface and task stage. We will discuss these effects in detail in the subsection on the user interface effects. For both RT total_match and RT total_nomatch , we found significant effects of cognitive abilities. Perhaps more interestingly, we found a significant effect of task stage and of objective task difficulty on RT total_nomatch , but not on RT total_match (Table 10) . Post hoc tests revealed that the load on easiest tasks was significantly lower than on mediumdifficulty tasks. User interface effects will be discussed in a separate section. (92) 2294 (67) 2421 (90) no-match 2441 (34) F(3,767)=4.9 7; p<.005
2588 (93) 2395 (76) 2243 (49) 2475 (62) Task stages that we found to be characterized by slower secondary task reaction time involved more keyboard activity as the searchers were typing queries or tags. To confirm that the effects of task stages on slower reaction time could be interpreted as a higher cognitive load we checked whether the amount of keyboard activity (number of keyboard presses and the total time spent on keyboard interaction) was correlated with the reaction times to the secondary task for task stages B and Q. We found no significant correlations. Hence, the slower reaction times can be interpreted as mainly due to cognitive processes and not to motor activity (typing and switching one hand between a keyboard and a mouse).
Individual Variability and Residuals
The two potentially significant sources of variability in reaction time, individual user characteristics and task stage, were considered separately. An analysis of variance was performed with participant identifiers as the main factor and reaction time as the dependent variable. The predicted mean reaction times and the residuals were then analyzed in separate analyses of variance as dependents with objective task difficulty, task stage, user interface and cognitive abilities as independent factors. This statistical procedure is equivalent to separating the typical mean reaction time for a user in the given circumstances (represented by RT person ) from the total reaction time (Madrid, van Oostendorp & Melguizo, 2009 ). This procedure should remove variability in the resulting reaction time (the residual value that is represented by RT task_stage +C) due to the differences among individual participants (including the differences in motor and cognitive skills). This was confirmed by the finding that the users' reaction time (RT person ) was significantly related to the users' cognitive abilities, while the residual reaction time (RT task_stage +C) was significantly related to the task stage, but not to their cognitive abilities (Table 12) . Clearly, the differences between task stages were reflected in different reaction times to the secondary task events. For RT residual_all , post hoc analysis (Tukey HSD) revealed that the mean reaction times during the query stage Q were significantly longer than during the search results list stage L (p=.007) and significantly longer than during the viewing content stage C (p<.001). Mean reaction times during the bookmarking stage B were significantly longer than during the viewing content stage C (p=.001). Other differences among the stages were not significant. Compared to the post-hoc analysis presented in section "Average cognitive load per task stage", the significant differences in reaction times RT total_all between the stages Q, B, L, and C for RT residual_all were in the same direction, but were more significant (Table 14) . Table 13 . Summary of significant post-hoc effects (Tukey HSD) for RT total and residual.
Significance level (p-level)
Cognitive load effect
RT total all RT residual all
Higher cognitive load during Q than during L p=.058 p=.007
Higher cognitive load during Q than during C p=.003 p<.001 Higher cognitive load during B than during C p=.030 p=.001
Peak cognitive load
The results show significant differences between the average levels of cognitive load across task stages. In addition to calculating average values of cognitive load, we calculated peak load, as maximum reaction time, for each task stage.
The total and the residual peak reaction times ( RT total all peak , RT residual all peak ) differed significantly for task stage and for objective task difficulty. The total and the residual peak reaction times for nomatch cases ( RT total nomatch peak , RT residual nomatch peak ) differed for objective task difficulty (Table 14) . Posthoc tests (Tukey HSD) indicated that in all cases the shortest reaction time was for the easiest tasks (simple fact-finding) (p<.001), while there was no difference between difficult and medium difficult tasks.
For task stage, post-hoc tests showed that reaction time during viewing content pages stage (C) was significantly longer than during examining search result list stage (L) (p=.017) and borderline significantly longer than during the query formulation stage (Q) (p=.094). There was no significant difference between C and B stages. The difference between (C) and (L) is similar to the result obtained by Kim & Rieh (2005) . The peak reaction times for the task stages are shown in Table 15 . 
User interface
We examined the nature of user interface main effects, as well as of interaction effects of user interface and task stage on RT all , RT match and RT nomatch . We found significant effects for total RT as well as for residual RT. The main effects are reported in Table 10 and Table 12 . The interaction effects between UI and individual task-stages are reported in Table 16 . Interestingly, we found that the direction of effects for color match and non-match cases differed. For color match, the average reaction time to the secondary task tended to be shorter in the UI1 condition (Google) than in the UI2 condition (ALVIS). For non-color match, the reverse was true (Table  17, Table 18 , and Figure 6 ). Closer examination at the task-stage level revealed that the interaction effects of user interface and task stage were for color match cases due to differences in reaction time on task stage L and C (for C only for RT total_match ), while in the non-color match cases the interaction effects were due to differences task stage Q and L (Table 18 ). Table 16 . Statistics for significant post hoc tests of interaction effects of task stage and user interface conditions.
Task stage Reaction time [ms]
Significance of overall interaction effect (Table 10 & Table  12 ) (118) 2528 (124) 2157 (90) 2420 (91) no-match 2843 (162) 2437 (111) 2632 (147) 2222 (74) Figure 6. Interaction effects of task stages and user interfaces on reaction times in color match and non-color match variations of the secondary task (milliseconds, mean and std. error). Significant differences between the interfaces are marked by the rectangles.
Other factors and the components of cognitive load
A person's knowledge and interest have been shown to influence cognitive load and task performance, for example, in effects of knowledge on mental workload (Xie & Salvendy (2000) , and on information search strategies (Wildemuth, 2004; Zhang, Anghelescu & Yuan ,2005) . In this section we analyze participant self-ratings of their task familiarity and task interest. There were no significant effects of familiarity and interest on the residual RT (i.e., on RT task_stage +C). This echoes the results for cognitive abilities. Familiarity effects were significant only for RT person in the total case and the no-color-match case. For the post-hoc results, we found that a significant difference appeared only in one case: for no-color match between no familiarity (1) and medium familiarity (3). The reaction times for no familiarity were faster than for medium familiarity. The effects of interest were significant for RT and for RT person and the effects disappeared for residual RT. Post-hoc tests (Tukey HSD) showed no significant effects for the total RT. In all other cases when there was a significant effect on RT, the post-hoc tests demonstrated that the significant difference was due to faster reaction times only in the no interest cases vs. all other cases. Of the 288 (total) tasks, 42 were rated by participants as no interest. After removing these cases from the data set, the significant effects on cognitive load remained (i.e., task stage cognitive load per task stage and task stage and task for the peak cognitive load). Some significance levels were affected with a few effects becoming somewhat less significant, while a few were more significant (e.g., for the total residual peak: peak reaction time during C-stages was longer than during L-stages at p=.05 and longer than during Q-stages, but at a borderline significant level of p=.07 ). We conclude that task stage effects on cognitive load were independent of user familiarity and user interest effects.
Discussion
Our goal is to achieve a better understanding of mental demands imposed on users by search tasks and search interfaces. We found differences in cognitive load levels between search task stages. Specifically, as assessed by the average cognitive load on a task stage, query formulation (Q) and tagging of the relevant results (B) were associated with higher cognitive load than viewing results lists (L) and viewing individual content documents (C). This finding confirmed our first expectation. The Q and B stages were associated with the production of words by the searchers: query terms in the first case and descriptors (tags) of a bookmarked relevant result in the second. In these stages, additional working memory "slots" were needed for recalling the terms from long-term memory and possibly for holding in working memory information from previously seen documents (Rouet, 2006) . In task stages L and C, cognitive processing involved more recognition than recall, and so these stages were easier for searchers.
A second, slightly different, interpretation of our results is based on the role of executive attention control as a mediator of cognitive capacity and a constraint on effective cognitive capacity of a person (Engle, 2002) . For the measures of average cognitive load within a task stage Q and B were found to impose more mental demands. In these phases, searchers produced query terms or relevant document descriptors (tags). The increased mental demand can be explained by directing attention by the searchers to the internal mental processing, that is, to language production.
Measures of peak cognitive load showed that viewing content documents (C) imposed more mental demand than examining search result lists (L). Peak load on Q and B was statistically indistinguishable from C, the higher mental load on Q and B was explained earlier and here we will explain the high peak load on C by comparing it with L. During stage L, searchers examine results lists in order to assess each result's relevance to the current information need, while during stage C, searchers visit individual results in order to assess content relevance to the current information need. In both these stages, the focus of the searcher's mental processing is on an external information object and processing of the object involves skimming or reading text and viewing images 7 . The low average load on C and L indicates relatively low mental effort invested by the searchers in skimming or reading text. Searchers might have become skilled at quick processing of web pages and at expert skimming. However, in contrast to the results lists in L, some content web pages in C contained longer text passages and therefore required reading of at least some longer text. Plausibly, the peak cognitive load reflected these longest episodes of focused attention and reading.
We found a significant effect of task stage and of objective task difficulty for no-color-match secondary task cases, but there was no such effect for color-match cases. The result seems to indicate that the color-match secondary task condition may be sensitive to extraneous load (user interface), while the no-color-match secondary task condition may be sensitive to extraneous load (user interface) and both intrinsic load (task). The significant effects of cognitive abilities plausibly support this result. The color-match case was affected by mental rotation, while the nocolor-match case was affected by working memory and mental rotation. If we consider mental rotation as related to visual-spatial processing involved in interface interactions, and working memory as related to semantic processing needed to process search task information and text in user interface, the obtained pattern is similar to the user interface and objective task effects.
Considering the effect of search interfaces, we found that for the color match and no-color match cases, search interfaces affected cognitive load in opposite ways. For color match, higher cognitive load was associated with the Alvis interface. For no-color match the opposite was true. Further examination of the effect of interaction between the search interface and task stage, revealed the difference in color-match cases was due to significantly longer reaction times in Alvis compared with Google during task stage L. In contrast, for no-color match cases it was due to significantly longer times in Google compared with Alvis on task stages Q and L. Google (UI1) presents results in a simple list (Figure 1) . Alvis (UI2) added categories to the results list ( Figure 2 ). As expected, the increased complexity of interactions with search results list in Alvis imposed a higher mental effort on task stages L. That effect was found in the color-match secondary task condition. According to our analysis of objective task difficulty, this effect can be considered as mainly due to extraneous load imposed by the interface. In the no-color-match condition, the situation was different. Here the secondary task imposed higher demands on semantic processing (Kane & Engle, 2003) . The categories in the Alvis interface provided additional semantic information to searchers. The benefit from providing this information seemed to have outweighed the disadvantages from the increased interaction complexity, and the difference between the interfaces was reversed in stage L in the no-color-match condition. The observed significant difference between the interfaces during the Q task stage for no-color match can be explained by noticing that the Alvis interface supported query reformulation by clicking on category terms. This operation resulted in narrowing down the search results and, since it relied on recognition, it was cognitively easier to perform than modification of a query by typing in terms. The weakness of this explanation lies in the fact that query reformulation by narrowing down was used rather infrequently (only in 5% of all queries). However, the category terms were always available on screen and could provide support to searchers in formulating queries even if the terms were not clicked on to actively narrow the search. The semantic features in the Alvis interface were found to generally compensate for the increased semantic difficulty in no-color match secondary task cases.
Conclusions
The aim of this paper has been to present assessment of cognitive load on search tasks as a way to characterize web search in terms of cognitive load and so gain a better understanding of the user's experience of the web search process. We described a user study that employed a dual-task method based on the Stroop effect as a technique for assessing cognitive load on web search tasks.
We found average cognitive load was found to vary by search task stages. It was significantly higher during query formulation and tagging of a relevant document as compared to examining search results and viewing individual documents. The more complex display of search results in Alvis was found to impose a higher cognitive load than Google. However, semantic information added to the search results lists in the form of result categories in Alvis interface was found to decrease mental demands during query formulation and examination of the search results list. To our knowledge, only three prior studies in information science (Dennis et al., 1998; Dennis et al., 2002; Kim & Rieh; addressed the question of cognitive load differences between search task stages. However, in each case, mental effort measurement was not the main focus.
The article contributes to a better understanding of cognitive load measurement by showing that measures of average cognitive load tend to be sensitive to dynamic changes in task demands, such as the changes between task stages, even when they are not sensitive to the differences at a higher granularity level, such as the changes between tasks. This finding explains why Schmutz et al. (2009) and our earlier analysis, (Gwizdka, 2009 ) did not find significant relationships between secondary task reaction times averaged at the task level.
Our secondary-task method employed a Stroop-like task (Stroop, 1935) . The effects of the Stroop task are well known, but the task is typically performed by itself and not in the context of human-computer interaction. We employed this dual-task method as a technique for assessing cognitive load on web search tasks. The results demonstrate promise for use of this kind of secondary task assessment to separate measurement of the extraneous cognitive load (mainly due to a user interface and a system) and the intrinsic load (mainly due to a task itself). The method, however, does not address a separate measurement of the germane load.
The article also presents a method for classifying web search tasks into task stages that is based on semi-automatic analysis of user interaction logs with about 95% accuracy. A limitation of the method is that the classification rules were derived from URL patterns obtained for the studied search engines (Google, Alvis) and content web sites (Wikipedia). We note, however, that the rules could be modified to cover other cases.
A relatively large proportion of easy tasks, as assessed by participants, is a study limitation. In over 50% of cases, tasks were assessed as easy and only 15% of tasks as difficult. Although care was taken to vary the search task difficulty, the tasks may have been too easy for the study population, who are almost constantly online. Additionally, this population may be used to dealing with various issues in web search. That kind of experience could have skewed their assessment of web search task difficulty. Experimental tasks can be made more difficult by designing them to be more complex or by selecting participants from an appropriate population (e.g., older, or less experienced people). Although task difficulty is an issue, we note that the main focus of this paper on task stage variables mitigates this limitation. It is possible that by employing tasks with a wider range of difficulty levels one could more easily observe differences in the average cognitive load at the task level. One virtue of measuring cognitive load at lower levels of granularity is that differences can be measured even in cases where task difficulty is not well controlled.
The difference in the participants' familiarity with the two search interfaces is another limitation of the current study. The user interface effects need to be interpreted with caution. We found, however, that in certain conditions (task-stages Q, L with more semantic processing demanded by the secondary task) cognitive load imposed by the Alvis interface was lower than the load imposed by Google. Hence, the benefit from providing semantic categories seemed to outweigh the disadvantage of interacting with a somewhat less familiar and a somewhat more complex interface. This is at least a partial indication that training on the Alvis interface reduced the difference in familiarity.
Understanding mental effort imposed by task stages informs the design of search systems. It provides an indirect indicator of the likelihood a searcher may have "spare" mental capacity at a given point in the task process. When a user is not burdened with high cognitive load, they may be willing to provide additional information to the system (e.g., relevance feedback). It could also be used in the design of notification delivery from other computing tasks (Adamczyk & Bailey, 2004) . We should point out that a high mental load measured while a user is engaged in a task is not necessarily a bad thing. As proposed in the Cognitive Load Theory, it could reflect the necessary intrinsic load and the good germane load (Sweller, van Merrienboer, & Paas, 1998) . The described method of assessing cognitive load can be applied in other information search contexts. It could be used to corroborate results of evaluation frameworks such as the recently proposed approach by Wilson, schraefel & White (2009) . Finer granularity measures of cognitive load that are calculated in real-time could be used to inform personalization and adaptation in user interfaces that are modified according to the user's mental effort. They could also be used in collaborative information retrieval systems, where human-human and human-computer cooperation is mediated by interactive software that "understands" the mental load of all its users. (For an example of such application see : Fan, Chen & Yen, 2010.) Assessment of cognitive load at the task level, for both subjective and objective measures, does not reflect dynamic shifts in the demands on mental processing and thus cannot inform us when exactly during the search process users may encounter increased levels of cognitive load. Therefore, we suggest that (relatively) unobtrusive, dynamic, on-task assessment methods are more appropriate for understanding mental effort on information search. Such methods can be used together with traditional task-level measurements, for example subjective ratings and dynamic measurements calculated at the task-level. Understanding dynamic changes of cognitive load is important and useful for gaining a complete picture of the information task process. Only by looking at a sequence of changes in the mental load during task performance are we able to understand fully the cognitive demands of search tasks and search systems. This can be accomplished, for example, by assessing load imposed by task phases (as shown in this paper) and interactive elements of search systems using measurement methods that are sensitive to the dynamics of searchers' performance. Table 19 . Example search tasks used in the study (one for each combination of task type and structure).
Appendix A
Type
Question text
FF-S
You love history and, in particular, you are interested in the Teutonic Order (Teutonic Knights). You have read about their period of power, and now you want to learn more about their decline. What year was the Order defeated in a battle by a Polish-Lithuanian army?
FF-H A friend has just sent an email from an Internet café in the southern USA where she is on a hiking trip. She tells you that she has just stepped into an anthill of small red ants and has a large number of painful bites on her leg. She wants to know what species of ants they are likely to be, how dangerous they are and what she can do about the bites. What will you tell her?
FF-P As a history buff, you have heard of the quiet revolution, the peaceful revolution and the velvet revolution. For a skill-testing question to win an iPod you have been asked how they differ from the April 19th revolution.
IG-H
You recently heard about the book "Fast Food Nation," and it has really influenced the way you think about your diet. You note in particular the amount and types of food additives contained in the things that you eat every day. Now you want to understand which food additives pose a risk to your physical health, and are likely to be listed on grocery store labels.
IG-P
Friends are planning to build a new house and have heard that using solar energy panels for heating can save a lot of money. Since they do not know anything about home heating and the issues involved, they have asked for your help. You are uncertain as well, and do some research to identify some issues that need to be considered in deciding between more conventional methods of home heating and solar panels.
Appendix B Figure 7 . Pseudo-code for the simplified task-segmentation algorithm. 
